
Our Remote
Future
The world and the future of work
is changing. How do we maximize
the good and mitigate the bad.

Travis King



First off, why does
this matter and
who are you?

The remote work future was
coming anyway—the pandemic just
sped it up.
 
Hello, I'm Travis and I used to be a
Trinity Fellow. I'm also the former
Director of Community
Development for Remote Year, the
world largest community of Digital
Nomads.  
 



A "game" is giving it too much credit, but it's
been my favorite "non-awkward adult activity"
for nearly a decade now. Try to keep it under a
minute.
 
Also, please steal it. 

Let's break some
metaphorical Ice.

#toastgame



Let's get a gauge.

How many of you have heard of
Remote Year?
How many of you are working
remotely for the first time?
How many of you think Remote
Work is a good idea?

I'd love to know the following...
 

 
Note: I'm happy to share this deck, so
don't stress about notes, etc.



We are in the middle of
the third major

revlolution.

Argicultural Revolution Industrial Revolution Cloud/Data Revolution



90% of employees say more flexible
arrangements would increase
morale. 

Remote Work has increased 159%
in the past 12 years. 

Here's some proof.
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Data pulled from Flexjobs article,
Remote Work Statistics: Shifting Norms

and Expectations, by Beth Hering

3 80% of remote workers experience
less job stress than their counter
parts.



What is the biggest benefit
you see to working remotely? 
 

Data pulled from Buffers
State of Remote Work

Report, 2020.
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98% of those polled would like to
continue to work remotely, at least
part of the time, for the rest of their
careers. 

Here's more proof.

Data pulled from Buffers State of
Remote Work Report, 2020. 

97% of those polled would
recommend remote work to others.

80% of those polled worked
remotely from home, even prior to
COVID-19. 



Twitter just announced a
permanent remote work policy

Remote Work in
the News.
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Data pulled from Forbes, March 2020. 

Square followed twitters lead and
announced a similar policy. 

"An unintended positive consequence of dealing
with the pandemic was that remote work was met
with a resounding success by both the employees
and corporate executives."



It's not all easy. Nothing new or
important ever is.



The two biggest
challenges.

Processes & comms loops. It is a lot
easier to have a 10 idea exchange in
a close proximity. It's 10 emails or
slack messages in a remote world. 

Team & personal morale. It's a lot
easier to create a supportive,  and
connected work environment in
person than virtually. 



What is the biggest challenge
you see to working remotely? 
 

Data pulled from Buffers
State of Remote Work

Report, 2020.



Other hurdles.

Time zones
Too many calls/wasted time
Work life balance challenges
Silo'd work force
Loneliness
Accountability issues 

This is the major sticking point
for a lot of the old guard

These were all issues at Remote Year
 

 
Can you think of any others? 



This is an art, not a
science. 

This is change, and
change can be hard.



Let's talk change
management.

Let's mitigate the bad
and squeeze the good.



What have you
been hearing? 

What are some remote work tips
you've heard, or guesses at what you
imagine might help you to find
success?



Two remote work tips that I
practice daily are...
Figure out what works best for you and build on that success. 

When I am going in on a heavy work session I
always have "productive music" playing (Lofi
hiphop anyone?), a warm drink next to me, and
my phone far away from me. When I set up my
space to focus, I feel compelled to utilize it.

SETTING YOUR ENVIRONMENT
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I like to read with my first cup of coffee, and I
love to work in the evenings. I prefer to change
up my work time, around any meetings and
commitments, so I'm only working when I'm
inspired to really dig in and work. 

WORK WHEN YOUR MOTIVATED
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Two remote work tips I always
see that I never do are...
Absorb advice with caution, and trust your own procilivities and instincts. 

I haven't worn pants in weeks. Just joshing, but
for real I don't do this and I don't think it
impacts my productivity at all. I only shower
after I work out, and I only get dressed up when
I'm invited to a wedding. 

GET DRESSED LIKE YOU'RE GOING
INTO AN OFFICE
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Maybe this really works for some people, but I
start in bed, move to the couch, finally end up
at the kitchen table, then maybe I'll finish the
day on the floor. If there's an outlet nearby, I'll
work there. 

WORK AT A DESIGNATED WORK
SPACE 
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Other ideas that
might work for
you... 

Productivity Apps 
Setting mini-deadlines (Pomodoro)
Social media restraints
Working split hours

 
Can you think of any others? Any
ideas that might help a whole team? 



Culture Club Awards. Monthly
awards for individuals who were
nominated for exemplifying one of
the companies core values in their
work. 

Silo Breakers Call. A quarterly all
team break-out call, designed to
break down the silos that form
naturally when work is done in
teams.

Two thought
leadership ideas I

pushed forward at
Remote Year.
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Let's do a 5 word toast on how you feel about
the future. 
 
One. Two. Three. Four. Five.

#onewordtoast
#threewordtoast
#fivewordtoast

Toast Game Round 2:
Speed Round 



Remote work is a
benefit to both the
employee and
employeer.

You will still most
likely have to ask for it
& then prove it works. 



How to
incorporate
remote work into
a non-remote role.

Include it in the hiring process
and contract negotiation.
Scale it in small doses. Start with
a two week work vacation, and
prove your remote productivity.
Negotiate it into a raise request.
Ask for full-time remote instead
of a 10% pay hike, if you value
freedom more than higher pay.
(Tim Costa story)



How to find
remote work in
the future job
market? 

What are the first occupations or
careers that you think of when you
picture someone working remote? 



Two places to start...
Figure out what works best for you and build on that success. 

You'll have to create an account and profile, but
these platforms will connect you to a wide
range of remote work opportunities. 

LINKEDIN & ANGELLIST
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There are a lot of facebook groups cropping up
around remote work, and specifically how to
find apply for remote positions. 

FACEBOOK GROUPS 
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Other places to
invetigate.

Power to Fly
Remote.co
Remotebliss.co
Remotive.io
Pangian.com
Flexjobs
Mondjo.com
Jobbio.com
Careeremote.com

 

However, the "spray and pray"
technique doesn't work. Pick a few
jobs you really want, and leave no

doubt that you want it bad.



What will be different about the interview
process?
What is important in your pre-interview
research? 
Everyone has remote experience now. What
makes you the right fit? 

Remote
Companies will be
forward thinking.

Remember



What else did you all
want to discuss?

What do you each think of as the
one thing you're best at? What is
your ikigai? Can those things
translate to remote? 

What do you see as your life's
mission? How to you interrpret
work-life balance? 

(Remote work related or not)



Ikigai = Reason
for being


